Assessing the quality of Bionime self-monitoring blood glucose system Rightest GM110: a critical evaluation of interference and ambient circumstances.
The key issue in preventing chronic diabetic complications is to maintain near-normoglycemia. Analytical evaluation of Bionime self-monitoring blood glucose (SMBG) Rightest GM110 was carried out in this study. The evaluation was executed according to the Standards for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) and the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI). The evaluation procedure mainly focused on analytical performance. The accuracy tests included hematocrit, interferants, temperature, humidity, altitude and clinical evaluations. Good linearity response (R(2)>0.99) and satisfactory precision (CVs: 1.1-2.8%) were observed in glucose concentrations of 0.6-30.5 mmol/l. In hematocrit test, the Rightest GM110 was suitable for use in sample containing hematocrit in the range of 30-55%. Interfering test indicated that almost all substances tested were insignificant, with bias <10% in medium- and hyper-glycemia samples. Satisfactory stability was also found under various ambient circumstances, with bias within +/-10%. In clinical trials, values within the acceptable zone (A+B) were 100% and values within zone A exceed 95% in error grid analysis. The Bionime Rightest GM110 is reliable to display accurate glucose concentrations in specimens with irresistible interfering factors.